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A new alumina membrane with hour-glass shaped nanochannels is reported using the double-side anodization method and the
subsequently in situ pore opening procedure, which is applied to develop the tunable ionic current rectification devices that
were modulated by ions gradient. By regulating the pH gradient, tunable ionic current rectification properties which are mainly
dependent on the asymmetric surface charge density or polarity distribution on the inner walls of the nanochannels can be obtained.
The enhanced ionic current rectification properties were presented due to the synergistic effect of the voltage driven ion flow
and diffusion driven ion flow with the application of pH and electrolyte concentration gradients. Therefore, such specific alumina
nanochannels would be considered as a promising candidate for building bioinspired artificial ion channel systems.

1. Introduction
In living systems, with proton migration from inward to
outward of biological membranes, the transmembrane proton gradient is generated and applies essential driving force
for oxidative phosphorylation to promote the formation of
adenosine triphosphate (ATP), which guarantees the energy
requirement of life activities [1, 2]. This phenomenon demonstrates that ions gradient plays an important role in the
transmembrane ion transport behaviors [3, 4]. It inspires
that, for artificial nanopores and nanochannels, ions gradient
can be considered as an external parameter to regulate ionic
transport behaviors [5–10], build nanofluidic devices [11–13],
or construct photoelectric conversion systems [14–16]. For
example, Jiang’s group reported a photoelectric conversion
system based on smart gating proton driven nanochannels
whose inspiration came from photoelectric conversion of
retina [17]. Garcı́a-Giménez et al. discovered that the applied
pH gradient originated strong asymmetries in the distribution of fixed charges along the bacterial porin OmpF,
a biological nanopore, resulting in rectified ion transport
behavior [18]. This behavior shows the preferential direction
for ion flow in synthetic nanochannels, which is observed

as a nonlinear current-voltage signal [19]. Nanofluidic diode
system was fabricated using single conically shaped nanopore
by manipulating pH gradient and an enhanced current
rectification was obtained comparing with the condition that
there exists homogeneous electrolyte [20]. The concentration
gradient dependent ionic current rectifications were reported
in charged nanopores [21, 22] and homogeneous silica
nanochannels [23, 24] as well. Recently, systematic studies on
rectified ion transport in artificial nanochannels with both
pH gradient and concentration gradient driven ion flow are
of significant interests [25].
Alumina nanochannels possess many particular advantages such as repeatability, chemical stability, high pore
densities, and flexibility in controlling the geometry, which
makes this inorganic nanochannel as a desired candidate
for artificial ion channels [26–28]. Recently, extensive efforts
have been expended on controlling the asymmetric geometric structures [29, 30] and surface properties [31] to obtain
the novel nanofluidic devices based on artificial alumina
nanochannels. Our group has experimentally demonstrated
the diode performance of the branched alumina nanochannels, which are mainly dependent on the natural asymmetric
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effect of the branched structures and the surface-charge
distribution on inner walls [32]. By breaking the symmetry of
the cylindrical alumina nanochannels and introducing amine
functional groups, a modulated rectification behavior that is
responsive to pH stimuli has been constructed [33]. However,
these alumina nanochannels were nearly prepared by oneside anodization process and Al substrate as well as barrier
oxide layers should be removed after anodization. To develop
advanced functional nanochannels, making innovation on
internal configurations of alumina nanochannels is still a
huge challenge.
The anodization technique allows control over the shape
of the nanochannels, and in this work a double-side anodization process was applied together with an in situ pore
opening procedure. A new alumina membrane with hourglass shaped nanochannels is fabricated. Similar to previously
reported single double-conical shaped nanochannel based
on organic materials [34, 35], these unique nanochannels
are composed of two segments of asymmetric nanochannels,
whose surface properties can be simultaneously or separately
modulated by external stimuli, such as pH and concentration.
Herein, we utilize the specific symmetric hour-glass shaped
alumina nanochannels with asymmetric ion gradients to
adjust diverse surface charge properties in order to develop
the asymmetric nanochannel systems that provide variety
control over both the pH- and concentration-tunable ionic
rectification properties.

acid in order to penetrate the two barrier oxide layers. This in
situ pore opening time should be controlled within 30 min
for forming the hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels,
which would be used as an optional candidate for artificial
ion channels. The detailed microstructure of the as-prepared
alumina nanotubes and nanochannels was characterized with
scanning electron microscopy (SEM, Hitachi, S4300).

2. Experimental

3. Results and Discussions

2.1. Alumina Nanochannel Fabrication Process. The hourglass shaped alumina nanochannels were prepared by a
double-side anodization method with an in situ pore opening
process. Al foil (99.999% pure, 0.1 mm thick) was firstly
cleaned by acetone, ethanol, and MilliQ water (18.2 MΩ) in
sequence and then was electropolished in a mixture solution
of HClO4 and ethanol (1 : 4 in volume ratio) at 4∘ C under
the voltage of 17 V. The first anodization step was carried out
in a 0.3 M oxalic acid solution at 5∘ C. Each side of the Al
foil was separately anodized for 1 h and then the resulting
porous oxide layer was etched from Al substrate in a solution
containing 6 wt% phosphoric acid and 3.5 wt% chromic acid
at 90∘ C for 4 h. In the second step, the corresponding Al
substrate with highly ordered hemispherical concaves was
anodized under the same electrolyte conditions as the first
anodization. The duration of the second anodization was
varied from 7 to 9.2 h in order to investigate the effect
of anodization time on the growth behavior of the Al2 O3
nanotube arrays. Here, two layers of Al2 O3 nanotube arrays
synchronously grew on both sides of the Al substrate that
contact the electrolyte during anodization process. When
the anodized current decreased nearly to zero at 9.2 h, Al
substrate was totally anodized, and two highly ordered Al2 O3
nanotube layers were fabricated with a barrier oxide layer at
each bottom of the nanotubes. These insulating layers would
block direct electrical and chemical contact between the
two nanotube layers. After anodization, as-fabricated Al2 O3
nanotubes membrane was still immersed in electrolyte oxalic

3.1. Alumina Nanochannel Characterization. As described in
experimental process, the fabrication process of the hourglass shaped alumina nanochannel is schematically illustrated in Figure 1, which consists of five steps. Using the
double-side anodizing process (from step (a) to step (d)),
the double-layer alumina nanotubes were firstly fabricated
with the opposite growth direction. However, there are two
insulating barrier oxide layers between the bottoms of the
two nanotube layers. The in situ pore opening procedure
(step (e)) was carried out immediately after the anodization
process. The hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels were
finally obtained. The two opening sides have the relatively
large diameters depending on the anodization voltage, while
the center of the nanochannels that etched from the barrier
layers have the small diameters determined by the in situ pore
opening time.

2.2. Current-Voltage (𝐼-𝑉) Measurement. The ionic transport
behaviors of hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels under
the pH or ionic concentration gradient conditions were
investigated in an electrochemical cell. As shown in Figure
S1 (supporting information in Supplementary Material available online at http://dx.doi.org/10.1155/2014/564694), alumina nanochannels membrane was mounted between two
half-cells. Potassium chloride (KCl) aqueous solutions with
different pH or ion concentrations were chosen as the
electrolyte. The pH of the electrolyte varied from 3.0 to
11.0, which was adjusted with 0.1 M hydrochloric acid or
0.1 M potassium hydroxide solution. The concentrations of
KCl electrolyte varied from 0.1 mM to 100 mM. Ag/AgCl
electrodes were settled in each half-cell to apply the desired
transmembrane potential. The anode faced the left side of
the nanochannels and the cathode faced the right side in all
measurements. 𝐼-𝑉 curves were measured using a Keithley
6487 picoammeter/voltage source. The voltage was stepped
between −2 V and +2 V with 200 mV steps, lasting for 5 s.

3.2. Microstructure and Morphology of Alumina Nanochannels. In our work, the effect of anodization time on the
growth behavior of the Al2 O3 nanotube arrays was investigated. As shown in Figures 2(a)–2(e), two layers of Al2 O3
nanotubes synchronously grew on both sides of the Al
substrate with the growth time about 7 h, 8 h, 8.5 h, 9 h,
and 9.2 h, respectively. The thickness of the membrane for
all samples is controlled about 95 𝜇m. With the increase in
anodization time, the thickness of the alumina nanotube
layers increased gradually from 78.2 𝜇m to 95 𝜇m, while the
thickness of Al substrate decreased correspondingly. When
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Figure 1: Schematic illustration of the experimental method for fabricating hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels membrane.
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Figure 2: The cross-sectional SEM images of (a–e) the Al2 O3 nanotube layers with different second-step anodized time, which would be
regulated from 7 h, 8 h, 8.5 h, and 9 h to 9.2 h, respectively. The thickness of Al2 O3 nanotube layers increased when the anodized time increased,
while the thickness of Al substrate decreased. When the anodization time was 9.2 h, the Al substrate was completely anodized. The doublelayer alumina nanotubes were fabricated and the boundary between the two nanotube layers became vague after 30 min in situ pore opening
process (f). Scale bar is 25 𝜇m.

the anodization time was 9 h (Figure 2(d)), Al substrate
decreased to be a slice, with the thickness of about 600 nm.
And finally the Al substrate was completely anodized at 9.2 h
(Figure 2(e)). Then after 30 min in situ pore opening process,
the boundary between two layers of alumina nanotubes
became vague (Figure 2(f)). At this time, the as-fabricated
alumina membrane exhibited a good transparency (Figure

S2). Therefore, based on this unique phenomenon, we further
investigated the detailed microstructure of the double-layer
Al2 O3 nanotubes before and after the in situ pore opening
procedure.
As shown in Figures 3(a) and 3(b), pore diameters of asprepared double-layer alumina nanotubes are about 45 nm
at both top and bottom opening sides. Two barrier layers
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Figure 3: SEM images from the top opening side, bottom opening side, and the cross-sectional viewing of (a–c) the double-layer Al2 O3
nanotubes and (d–f) hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels, respectively. Both the nanotube and the nanochannel have the pore diameters
at top and bottom opening sides about 45 nm. At the center of the nanotube membrane, two barrier layers closely contact and the ion
transportation would be blocked. With the in situ barrier layer etching for about 30 min, hour-glass shaped nanochannel was fabricated,
which has a small pore at the central region of channel with the diameter of about 15 nm. Scale bar is 200 nm.

closely contact at the center of the nanotubes membrane
(Figure 3(c)). In our controlled in situ pore opening process,
the inner walls of the channels would not be etched (Figures
3(d) and 3(e)), while the barrier layers were preferentially
penetrated. It is clear from Figure 3(f) that an ionic confinedtransportation region is observed within the nanochannels
with the pore diameter about 15 nm. This in situ pore opening
process is different from the wet-chemical etching methods
that were usually used [36–38]. In anodization process,
nanotubes growth occurred at the barrier oxide layers with
the dissolving and anodizing process of Al substrate [39]. The
barrier layers have the relatively higher reaction activity than
the inner walls. When the anodization reaction just stopped,
the alumina nanotubes membrane is nearly impassable and
only a very low ion transport current was detected by 𝐼-𝑉
measurement (Figure S3). And then, the barrier layers would
be preferably dissolved in the residual electrolyte solution
because the pH value is about 0.99. Thus, the partly dissolved
barrier layers resulted in the forming of hour-glass shaped
nanochannels. It is noted that the inner walls can also be
etched with the increase in etching time, which results in
the disappearance of the confined spaces. Here, on the basis
of our experimental results, the optimal in situ barrier layer
etching time was determined to be 30 min for fabricating
the hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels (Figure 3(f)),
which provided a desired transmembrane ionic current as the
previously reported alumina nanochannels.

3.3. Influence of pH and Concentration Gradient on the Tunable Ionic Current Rectification Performances. As we know,
alumina is an amphoteric material with the isoelectric point
(pI) about 8.5 and the surface charges could be modulated by
pH stimuli [40]. Here we present the pH-gradient dependent
ionic current rectification in as-prepared hour-glass shaped
alumina nanochannels. With the adjusting of pH values, the
nanochannels surface carried positive (Al-OH2 + ) or negative
charges (Al-O− ) due to the protonation or deprotonation of
the terminated Al-OH surface. Thus, Figures 4(a) and 4(b)
show the 𝐼-𝑉 curves of hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels with 1 mM KCl solution under different pH gradient
stimuli. The corresponding surface charge density or polarity
distributions of the inner walls of alumina nanochannels are
schematically represented in Figures 4(c) and 4(d) with the
assumption that solutions at two half-cells meet at the central
confined space of the hour-glass nanochannels. When the
value of solution pHL was 4.5 in the left half-cell, the values of
pHR in the right half-cell varied from 4.5 to 11.0 (Figures 4(a)
and 4(c)). The pH gradients could be considered as four different conditions owing to the different surface charge properties on the inner walls of hour-glass shaped nanochannels.
(i) Symmetric acid-acid: two asymmetric channel segments
carry the same positive charges when pH 4.5 is below the pI.
Undoubtedly, the linear 𝐼-𝑉 curve can be obtained in such
symmetric hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels, which
means it does not rectify. (ii) Asymmetric acid-acid: with the
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Figure 4: Ionic transport properties of the hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels measured in 1 mM KCl solution with pH gradient
stimuli. (a) 𝐼-𝑉 curves with pHL 4.5 and pHR varying from 4.5 to 11.0. (b) 𝐼-𝑉 curves with pHR 10.5 and pHL varying from 3.6 to 10.5. (c) and
(d) schematic representation of the surface charge distribution under symmetric/asymmetric pH stimuli.

increase in pHR values, homogeneous discontinuous positive
charge density between two nanochannel segments is created.
The nanochannels show the rectification characteristics as
follows: a high conducting state (“on”) at negative voltage and
a low conducting state (“off ”) at positive voltage. Meanwhile,
with the escalated pH gradient, the asymmetry of surface
charge density distribution is enhanced, which contributes to
the increase in ionic current at “on” state and the decrease
in ionic current at “off ” state. (iii) Asymmetric acid-neutral:
only one asymmetric channel segment has the positive
charges, which resulted in the nonuniform chemical composition on the symmetric nanochannels. The ionic transport
condition in our experiment is relatively similar to the diode
made with proteins in silicon nanochannels [41]. As a result,
the rectifying occurred. (iv) Asymmetric acid-base: hourglass shaped nanochannels have the heterogeneous surface
charges, which resulted in a positive-negative charge junction

like a bipolar diode [42, 43]. At negative voltage, both K+ and
Cl− are driven toward the junction. Ions accumulated inside
the electric double layer of the nanochannels dependent on
the strong interaction between charged walls and ions in
solution; thus, the nanochannels are the “on” state. While
at positive voltage, the depletion of ions induces a low
ionic current and the nanochannels are the “off ” state. As
a consequence, from the state (i) to state (iv), current at
negative voltages dramatically increased, while it decreased
at positive voltages in sequence. The best ionic rectification
property was exhibited in state (iv).
Further, we investigated the rectification behaviors of
hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels with another kind
of pH gradient stimuli that the pHL values changed from
10.5 to 3.6, while the pHR was fixed at 10.5 (Figures 4(b)
and 4(d)). The pH gradients were also divided into four
parts as described above including (v) symmetric base-base,
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(vi) asymmetric base-base, (vii) asymmetric neutralbase, and (viii) asymmetric acid-base. The right segment
nanochannels have the same negative surface charges, while
the left segment nanochannels have the adjusted surface
charges that vary from high negative, low negative, and
neutral to positive following the pH values decreasing in
sequence. It should be noted that the similar 𝐼-𝑉 curves were
observed among states (i) and (v), states (ii) and (vi), states
(iii) and (vii), and states (iv) and (viii), respectively. At states
(vi) and (vii), the nanochannels especially exhibited the ion
rectification with the same direction as states (ii) and (iii)
because the surface charge polarity and the direction of the
charge distribution were simultaneously reversed.
Rectification performance can be quantitatively represented by the value 𝑟, which is defined as the ratio between
the currents measured at a voltage of the same amplitude
but opposite polarity. In our case, the corresponding 𝑟 is
calculated by the absolute value of 𝐼 (on state)/𝐼 (off state),
measured at ±2 V applied potential. The tunable ionic rectification behavior has been represented in hour-glass shaped
alumina nanochannels. Figure 5(a) shows the rectification
performance of states (i), (ii), (iii), and (iv). In this case, 𝑟
is 1.0 at state (i) for the symmetric pH solutions (4.5/4.5)
and increases to reach the maximum value of 37.4 under the
largest pH gradient (4.5/11.0) of state (iv). In Figure 5(b),
when pHR is fixed at 10.5, 𝑟 is equal to 34.3 at state (viii)
with asymmetric pH 3.6/10.5 stimuli and decreases to 1.0
at state (v) under the symmetric pH 10.5/10.5. So, with
the increase in pH gradient, the ionic rectification behavior
can be enhanced. Significant increase in rectification ratios
especially is observed at states (iv) and (viii), which mainly
depends on the opposite charge polarity on the asymmetric
nanochannel segments. To inspect and verify the pH response
of the two asymmetric alumina nanochannel segments, 𝐼-𝑉
properties of the hour-glass shaped nanochannels have been
examined with asymmetric pH values changed simultaneously (Figure S4(a)). The rectification behavior can be modulated and the better rectification performance was obtained
under the highest pH gradient of 3.0/11.0. The rectification
ratio reaches the maximum value of 48.9 (Figure S4(b)).
Ionic concentration gradient has been identified as an
important factor to influence rectification properties. We
investigated the current rectification properties of hour-glass
shaped alumina nanochannels under the modulating of both
pH and ionic concentration gradient. Figure 6 shows the
asymmetric 𝐼-𝑉 curves measured in KCl electrolyte with or
without a different concentration gradient in an asymmetric
acid-base solution with pHL 5.2 and pHR 10.0. We fixed an
ionic concentration of 0.1 mM at one side and manipulated
the different concentration (0.1, 1, 10, and 100 mM) at the
other side. Here, ionic concentration is defined as 𝐶L in acid
solution, as well as 𝐶R in basic solution. With the same ion
concentration on both sides (𝐶L = 𝐶R = 0.1 mM), the hourglass shaped alumina nanochannels display an evidently
asymmetric rectification behavior in the pH gradient
solution. With the concentration gradient stimuli, the zerovolt current is nonzero because of the selective diffusion
of the anions or cations. In addition, with the increase in
the ionic concentration gradient, the negative ionic current
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Figure 5: Ionic rectification ratio of the hour-glass shaped alumina
nanochannels measured in 1 mM KCl with a series of pH gradients.
(a) pHL 4.5 and pHR varied from 4.5 to 11.0. (b) pHR 10.5 and pHL
varied from 3.6 to 10.5. With the increasing of pH gradient, the
rectification ratios correspondingly increased.

monotonously remarkably increased (“on” state), while the
positive ionic current slightly increased (“off ” state).
Figure 7 illustrated how the hour-glass shaped alumina
nanochannels operate under both pH and concentration
gradients stimuli. Upon applying pH gradient, the ionic
diode was formed, which consists of a junction between
positively and negatively charged zones within the hour-glass
shaped nanochannels. At the “on” state, the external voltage
drives both cations (e.g., K+ ) and anions (e.g., Cl− ) from the
bulk solution through the nanochannel. The nanochannel
has no ion selectivity and the current is carried by both
cations and anions. When low ionic concentration is fixed at
the acid side (𝐶L < 𝐶R ), the direction of diffusive K+ ion flow
is consistent with the voltage driven K+ ion flow at “on” state
(up-left in Figure 7), while the direction of diffusive Cl− ion
flow is opposite to the voltage driven Cl− ion flow. As a result,
the diffusion rate of K+ along its concentration gradient
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Figure 6: Concentration-gradient dependent ionic current rectification of hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannel in an asymmetric
acid-base solution of pHL 5.2 and pHR 10.0. 𝐼-𝑉 curves measured in
KCl electrolyte with or without a different concentration gradient.
The experimental configurations are (a) 𝐶L = 0.1 mM and 𝐶R varied
from 0.1 to 100 mM. (b) 𝐶R = 0.1 mM and 𝐶L changed from 0.1 to
100 mM.

(from the base side to the acid side) across the membrane
is higher than the diffusion rate of Cl− , which causes the
nonzero zero-volt current. More K+ ions are supplied from
the bulk at base side than that in symmetric concentration
solution and then get transported through the channel by
the driven force including external bias and concentration
gradient. Therefore, this forward concentration gradient

contributes to a high ionic current at “on” state. At the “off ”
state, the voltage polarity is reversed and external bias drives
ions out of the nanochannel. Under the concentration gradient stimuli, few ions can be replenished into the ion-depleted
zone at base side (bottom-left in Figure 7). The diffusion of
Cl− ions from base side to the acid side would possibly occur,
which results in a slightly increase in ionic current.
When low ionic concentration is fixed at base side
(up-right in Figure 7), the reversed concentration gradient
(𝐶L > 𝐶R ) excited a higher diffusion rate of Cl− across
the membrane from the acid side to the base side than the
diffusion rate of K+ at “on” state, which remarkably promotes
the ionic currents in the same direction with the voltage
driven ion flow. At the “off ” state, the ion-depleted zone will
be filled with the excess K+ ions that originate from the high
concentration gradient at the acid solution (bottom-right in
Figure 7). Similarly, the diffusive K+ ions may enhance the
ionic transmembrane current. Therefore, regardless of the
direction of the ionic concentration gradient on the forward
or on the reverse, diffusive ion flow has the same ability
for promoting ionic transportation properties. Ionic selective
transport of the hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels
also has been constructed, which is opposite to some reported
artificial nanochannels [13, 32] that asymmetric geometry is
needed. Based on the regulation of both pH and concentration gradients, we implement the heterogeneous surface
charges distribution and execute the asymmetric external
stimuli in one integrating device successfully.
The concentration-gradient dependent ionic rectification
ratios are summarized in Figure 8. Without concentration
gradient, the rectification ratio of hour-glass shaped alumina
nanochannels recorded at ±2 V is 10.2 under the asymmetric
acid-base solution with the concentration of about 0.1 mM.
When the forward concentration gradient is applied (𝐶L <
𝐶R ), the enhanced rectification ratio with a factor of 14.6 is
obtained in an ionic concentration gradient of 0.1 mM/1 mM
(red histogram). In this way, the diffusive ion flow remarkably
promotes the ionic transport at “on” state as the synergistic
effect of diffusive ion flow and voltage driven ion flow. Then,
with the concentration gradient increasing to 100-fold and
1000-fold, the rectification ratios decreased to 9.9 and 5.7
due to the decrease in electrical double layer thickness in
high concentrated solutions, which is not beneficial for ionic
accumulated on the inner walls by the electrostatic interaction. When the reversed concentration gradient is applied
(𝐶L > 𝐶R ), the optimal rectification characteristic is also
obtained at 10-fold concentration gradient (grey histogram).
It is affirmative that ionic rectification behavior could be
enhanced under regulating of both pH and concentration
gradients for such symmetric artificial nanochannels.

4. Conclusion
In summary, we fabricated a new alumina membrane with
symmetric hour-glass shaped nanochannels for the first
time via the double-side anodization method and an in
situ pore opening procedure, which displays both pHand concentration-modulated asymmetric ionic transport
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“on” state (up-left). While at “off ” state, few Cl− ions are replenished into the ion-depleted zone at base side and get across the membrane
under the concentration gradient stimuli (bottom-left). When 𝐶L > 𝐶R , the diffusive ion flow at the acid side exhibited the same ability for
promoting ionic transportation properties (right) as that at the base side. Ionic selective transport also has been constructed dependent on
the cooperative effect of pH and concentration gradient. The value of pHL is 5.2 and that of pHR is 10.0.
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nanochannels. When the pH gradient was defined, enhanced
ionic current rectification properties were revealed due to the
synergistic effect of the voltage driven ion flow and diffusion
driven ion flow under low electrolyte concentration gradient.
We believe that the hour-glass shaped alumina nanochannels
may inspire innovation in the application of the complex
ionic current rectification devices in contrast to previously
reported nanochannels to provide molecular analysis, controlled mass transport, and photoelectric conversion systems.
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Figure 8: Ionic current rectification ratios of the hour-glass shaped
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value of pHL is 5.2 and that of pHR is 10.0.

properties. Under different pH gradients stimuli, the asprepared alumina nanochannels presented regular changes in
rectified ionic current on account of different surface charge
density and polarity distributions on the inner walls of the
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